We describe the fabrication of large areas (~4 cm²) of metallic structures or aperture elements that have ~100–350-nm linewidths and act as frequency-selective surfaces. These structures are fabricated with a type of soft lithography—near-field contact-mode photolithography—that uses a thin elastomeric mask having topography on its surface and is in conformal contact with a layer of photoresist. The mask acts as an optical element to create minima in the intensity of light delivered to the photoresist. Depending on the type of photoresist used, lines of, or trenches in, photoresist are formed on the substrate by exposure, development, and lift-off. These surfaces act as bandpass or bandgap filters in the infrared.

1. Introduction

In this paper we describe the application of a soft lithographic technique—near-field contact-mode photolithography—to the fabrication of frequency-selective surfaces (FSS). We fabricated an array of circular loops having critical dimensions as small as 100 nm in a thin layer of aluminum over areas greater than 4 cm². These loops act as filters in the range of 3–13 μm, depending on the diameters of the loops. Soft lithography has the ability to fabricate large areas of FSS for the infrared quickly and inexpensively.

The utility of FSS in the microwave region has been known since the 1960s for controlling electromagnetic transmission and reception. From the microwave region to the far-infrared region, technologies including machining and traditional photolithography are well established for the fabrication of FSS. Below that range, when the wavelength of interest is in the mid-infrared and infrared regions (0.8–20 μm) or the visible region (0.8–0.4 μm), the feature sizes necessary for FSS are smaller than those that traditional photolithography can easily generate. More complex techniques—extreme-ultraviolet lithography, x-ray lithography, and e-beam writing—have been used to fabricate features in this range and specifically to fabricate FSS. Although these techniques work well to generate test structures, they are complex, expensive, inapplicable to nonplanar surfaces, and inappropriate for certain materials. Soft lithography—a collection of techniques that includes printing, molding, and certain types of phase-shift photolithography and that shares use of an elastomeric organic polymer element for pattern transfer—provides a new route to these types of structures. Soft lithographic techniques are intrinsically simple and inexpensive; they can be applied to fabrication on curved surfaces and they accept a wide range of materials. They do not have the global dimensional stability of high-resolution photolithography and are thus better suited for the single-level fabrication of the type required for FSS and related optical structures than for multilevel fabrication of the type required for complex microelectronic systems.

Among those soft lithographic techniques able to generate features smaller than 100 nm are near-field contact-mode lithography, topographically directed photolithography, topographically directed etching, and controlled overetching. As a demonstration of the utility of soft lithography to generate optical structures in the infrared region of the spectrum, we use near-field contact-mode lithography to fabricate mid-infrared FSS consisting of patterned aluminum films on single-crystal calcium fluoride windows or optical-grade silicon wafers.
We obtained arrays of frequency-selective elements consisting of circular loops with diameters of 0.85–2.15 \( \mu \text{m} \). Each element has a linewidth between 100 and 350 nm, depending on the photoresist used, and the fabrication technique generates a dense array over areas of 1–4 \( \text{cm}^2 \). Optical measurement shows that the patterned surface consisting of trenches in an aluminum film acts as a bandpass filter, whereas aluminum rings act as a bandgap filter.

2. Experiment

The mechanism for near-field contact-mode lithography has been described in detail previously.\(^9,10,15,16\) We first make a phase mask by casting poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) precursor (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning, Midland, Mich.) on masters having the desired features. To prevent sagging of the mask—that is, to make the mask stiffer—we used a high ratio of curing agent to precursor, 1:6, as compared with the ratio of 1:10 recommended by the manufacturer. Although recent research shows that the modulus of the cured polymer is at its highest at the recommended mixture,\(^17\) in our experience stamps with a higher ratio of the cross-linker cast against 400-nm tall features do not sag into contact across the surface of the mask. We brought the stamp into conformal contact with a substrate coated with a thin layer (~200 nm) of photoresist. For the fabrication of bandpass filters, we used a positive resist (Shipley 1805, Microchem Corp., Newton, Mass.) on CaF\(_2\) windows (Harrick Scientific, Ossining, N.Y., and Janos Technology, Townshend, Ver.). CaF\(_2\) is slightly soluble in water and transmits light in the wavelength range from 1.5 to 9 \( \mu \text{m} \). An image-reversal photoresist (AZ 5206, Clariant, Somerville, N.J.) was used on optical-grade silicon wafers (Valley Design, Westford, Mass.) to fabricate the bandgap filters. We exposed the photoresist surface to broadband UV light (365–436 nm, Karl Süss Mask Aligner, MJB300) through the elastomeric phase mask, typically for \( \sim 2 \) s. Positive photoresist, after it was developed, resulted in photoresist features corresponding to the edge of the features on the mask on the CaF\(_2\) substrate, whereas the image-reversal resist resulted in a trench in the photoresist surface. Finally, we evaporated 50 nm of aluminum onto the sample and lifted off the photoresist and metal using acetone. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the procedure.

3. Results and Discussion

A. Fabrication of Frequency-Selective Surfaces by Near-Field Contact-Mode Photolithography

We obtained arrays of rings having diameters of 850 nm (Fig. 2) and 1.85 \( \mu \text{m} \) (Fig. 3) over large areas. The diameter of the ring obtained is smaller than that of the original recessed well on the mask because the features in phase-shift lithography arise on the inside of the area that is recessed, which is due to a combination of sagging and loss of transmitted light at the PDMS–air interface.\(^16\) In Fig. 2, we used a mask having roughly circular wells in PDMS with average diameters of 950 nm; use of this mask in phase-shift photolithography gives rise to rings of photoresist with diameters of \( \sim 850 \) nm. For the features shown in Fig. 3, the mask consisted of recessed wells in PDMS having diameters of \( \sim 2.15 \) \( \mu \text{m} \). The mask generates rings of photoresist with diameters of \( \sim 1.85 \mu \text{m} \).

We used an image-reversal photoresist to fabricate arrays of trenches in the layer of photoresist with outer diameters of \( \sim 2.15 \mu \text{m} \) and inner diameters of \( \sim 1.45 \mu \text{m} \) using a PDMS mask having recessed wells with diameters of 2.15 \( \mu \text{m} \) (Fig. 4). The diffusion that occurs in the exposed photoresist during the postexposure bake increases the linewidth of the trench in the photoresist, and therefore the resulting rings after deposition of aluminum and lift-off are \( \sim 350 \) nm wide. In all cases, we characterized the features visually by scanning electron microscopy (LEO 982, Leo Electron Microscopy Inc., Thornwood, N.Y.).

B. Optical Measurement

We used a Nicolet Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer in transmission mode to optically characterize the samples. A clean substrate served as a sample for the background spectrum that was then
subtracted automatically from the sample spectrum. The sample curves (dotted curves) shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 are averages of data obtained from at least four regions of the surface of the sample. Spectra obtained from different regions were similar, exhibiting small variations in peak intensity, probably because of incomplete lift-off. The width of the trench formed by lift-off of the metal layer in both cases of positive photoresist is approximately 100 nm; thus the ratio of feature size to linewidth is around 10, and the arrays give good optical performance. Peaks or bands with a smaller full width at half-maximum (FWHM) could be obtained with narrower linewidths and peaks, or bands with higher intensity could be obtained with more densely packed arrays of elements.

The theoretical value for the resonance wavelength of a circular loop is given by

\[ \lambda_r \sim n_{\text{eff}} \pi D. \] (1)

Here \( \lambda_r \) is the resonance wavelength, \( D \) is the diameter of the circular loop, and \( n_{\text{eff}} \) is the effective index of refraction of the medium surrounding the array.\textsuperscript{2} The value of \( n_{\text{eff}} \) is determined by

\[ n_{\text{eff}} = \left[ (\varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2)/2 \right]^{1/2}. \] (2)

Here \( \varepsilon_1 \) and \( \varepsilon_2 \) are the permittivity of the substrate (either silicon or calcium fluoride) and the medium (air).\textsuperscript{4} The bandpass samples shown in Fig. 2 show transmission at 3.18 \( \mu \text{m} \); this value compares well with a predicted value of 3.25 \( \mu \text{m} \) for loops having diameters of 850 nm. Features shown in Fig. 3 also compare well with theoretical values with a predicted value of 7.07 \( \mu \text{m} \) for a resonant peak with 1.85-\( \mu \text{m} \) loops. The sample in Fig. 4 has the greatest difference between theoretical and experimental results. Loops of aluminum having diameters of 2.15 \( \mu \text{m} \) on silicon should have a resonant wavelength at 16.9 \( \mu \text{m} \), where a stop in transmission at 12.9 \( \mu \text{m} \) was measured. One possible explanation for this difference could be the presence of the native oxide on the surface of the silicon substrate. Using ellipsometry,
we measured the thickness of the oxide layer to be 10 nm. Because the evanescent wave generated in the aluminum ring would first have to pass through the oxide layer before reaching the silicon substrate, the $n_{\text{eff}}$ of the silicon–air media could be reduced from 2.50 to 1.91, which is the calculated effective index necessary to generate a band stop at $12.9 \, \mu \text{m}$ with loops of $2.15 \, \mu \text{m}$.

4. Conclusions

Near-field contact-mode photolithography provides a simple and low-cost route to fabricate large arrays of elements that act as a frequency-selective surface in the mid-infrared. Photoresist masters generated by conventional photolithography are used to produce elastomeric phase masks, which then transfer the outline of the pattern on the mask to form an array of rings or trenches in a layer of photoresist. Deposition of a metal film—in this case, aluminum—followed by lift-off forms the FSS.

The advantages of this technique for fabricating single-layer optical devices are (i) the original pattern on the elastomeric mask is defined by any of a number of conventional or soft lithography techniques; (ii) a single exposure generates an array of features in parallel across a large area ($>4 \, \text{cm}^2$); and (iii) the technique can be used on curved or spherical substrates and, in principle, can be used in low-cost replication methods such as rotary printing. Near-field phase-shifting photolithography is well suited for single-level fabrication of the kind required here. In comparison with other lithographic tools, for example, e-beam and ion-beam lithography—the key disadvantage of this technique is that completely arbitrary patterns (especially nonclosed patterns) are difficult to generate because the edges of the pattern on the mask become the pattern in the photoresist; this generally limits the technique to closed figures. A crossed dipole, for example, would be impossible to fabricate in one step with near-field contact-mode lithography by use of an elastomeric stamp. As new techniques are added to the set of soft lithography, the ability to generate features for FSS beyond closed loops may become possible.
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